Keto Revolution - 2 x Emails
1. Subject - “Unearthed - $1B Fat Loss Study Big Food Tried to
Bury”
Big food has a habit of burying food studies that don’t go their way.
Case in point…
Investigators recently found a beaten up box in a deceased food
scientist’s basement.

In this box, they found one of the most expensive studies EVER into
satuated fat.
A study designed to prove, once and for all, if eggs, butter, and red
meat really do cause heart attacks.
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Costing a rumored $1bn and involving 9,432 patients, the study was
the largest EVER done into American food habits.
But when its explosive conclusion UNDERMINED everything we’ve
been told on the dangers of fat…
Mainstream networks REFUSED to publish its findings.
Why was this?
Could it be Big Food didn’t want people to know eating fat can actually
be h
 ealthy?
Well, while mainstream media is refusing to talk about this $1bn study’s
SHOCKING conclusion…
there’s a new generation of health campaigners who REFUSE to keep
quiet.
Among them is Joe from Michigan.
He was so enraged by Big Food’s determination to BURY
the truth about fat, he created a video.
And in this video he reveals info that scientists spent $1bn
verifiying that could be life transforming for the waistlines
and health of millions of Americans.
In the video, he also reveals a “fat burning hack” that can
trigger the body’s optimal fat burning state in minutes…
So they can lose lethal belly fat effortlessly, without
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bootcamp workouts or starvation dieting.
>>>Watch Joe’s short video on a “fat burning hack” that sends it into
fat burning mode on demand

2. Subject Line - “Tick Tock - Here’s the Defuse Code for
the Food Bomb Around Your Waste”
BOOM!
That’s what your heart does if rolls of belly fat are allowed to squeeze
your organs until they pop.
Because you see, ugly belly fat isn’t just ugly. It’s
DEADLY!
And a bigger slayer of Americans than road accidents,
guns, and cancer combined.
Luckily, there’s a deactivation code.
Or rather, a “fat burning hack” that shreds ugly belly fat in weeks
without bootcamp workouts or starvation dieting.
Sounds impossible?
Well, a clinical study found this hack helped 9 in 10 diabetics to lose
so much weight in 6 months…
they either reduced their meds or stopped taking them altogether.
What is this “fat burning hack”?
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A breaking video presentation reveals how this “fat burning hack” works
by triggering Ketosis (your body’s natural fat burning mode) ...
BUT with none of the cravings or low energy of normal Keto diets.
If you’re over 40 and are carrying a few too many pounds, watch the video
to get the defuse code for your “belly bomb” before it goes off:
>>>Breakthrough “fat burning hack” burns off fat faster with fewer
cravings, low energy or the Keto flu
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